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Literature

• James eloquently described attention as “It implies 
a withdrawal from some things in order to deal 
effectively with others” [1]

• Attention is the allocation of finite mental resources 
to processes specific information in full detail [2,3]

• Perception is the individual interpretation and 
internalization of attended information [4]

• Bottom–Up attention is fast, stimulus driven, where 
salience or abrupt onset captures attention [2]

• Top-Down attention is slow, goal driven, where 
intentions guide attention [2]

• Visual attention as a metaphorical “spotlight”, 
centered on a specific circular area [5]

• A “zoom-lens” where the circular diameter can 
grow or shrink [6]

• Measuring visual gaze is an ecologically valid 
index of attention [7]

• Modern eye trackers record corneal reflections to 
calculate visual gaze, calculating precise duration 
of saccadic eye movements and fixations [8]

• Eye-tracking methodologies have been used in 
neuroscience, psychology, engineering, human 
factors, computer science, and marketing [9] 

• Examples for leisure settings include:
• Trail signs and maps
• Rules and Regulations
• Interpretive/educational material
• Websites
• Landscapes: Visual scene perception
• Choosing attention catching illustrations

• We compared visual fixations between a caterpillar 
and pill bug, RM-ANOVA (F(1, 31) = 5.12, p = .031, r2 = .14)
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